Introduction: Screening and health check-up programs are most important sanitary priorities, that should be undertaken to control dangerous diseases such as gastric cancer that affected by different factors. More than 50% of gastric cancer diagnoses are made during the advanced stage. Currently, there is no systematic approach for early diagnosis of gastric cancer. Objective: to develop a fuzzy expert system that can identify gastric cancer risk levels in individuals. Methods: This system was implemented in MATLAB software, Mamdani inference technique applied to simulate reasoning of experts in the field, a total of 67 fuzzy rules extracted as a rule-base based on medical expert's opinion. Results: 50 case scenarios were used to evaluate the system, the information of case reports is given to the system to find risk level of each case report then obtained results were compared with expert's diagnosis. Results revealed that sensitivity was 92.1% and the specificity was 83.1%. Conclusions: The results show that is possible to develop a system that can identify High risk individuals for gastric cancer. The system can lead to earlier diagnosis, this may facilitate early treatment and reduce gastric cancer mortality rate.
INTRODUCTION
Today cancer is the most aggressive and the most fatal disease. Approximately, 12% of worldwide human mortality dies from cancer each year. Although lung and breast cancers are the most common cancers in the men and women, respectively, cancers of the gastrointestinal tract, including esophageal, stomach, liver, colon, and pancreas cancers, are responsible for approximately 3 million incidences and over 2 million deaths each year making them the most frequent cancers worldwide. Cancers of the Stomach are among the most frequent gastrointestinal tract cancers (1) . The stomach cancer is the fourth most common cancer and second leading cause of cancer-related death in the world (2) . According to Globocan 2008, gastric cancer is one of the most common cancer in Iran (3) . Its incidence is particularly high in the northwest of the country. Patterns of gastric cancer in our country are similar to those reported from high-risk regions worldwide (4) . "Center of Non-Communicable Disease Management of Iran Health Ministry" reports annually more than 40 thousand Iranian die due to gastric cancer (5) . Northwestern province of Ardabil has been reported to have the highest incidence rate in the country with age standardized incidence rates of 49.1 and 25.4 per 100,000 in men and women, respectively (6) .
Early diagnosis of gastric cancer is very crucial for reducing the mortality rate of gastric cancer but gastric cancer is asymptomatic or has non-specific signs at the early stages, patients usually diagnosed in very advanced stages as the results of this, tumor metastases to adjacent organs, the treatments are hopeless and patients die in a short time. (7) some patients even with having suspected symptoms as well as lose weight, anemia, dysphagia, the prognosis for gastric cancer remains in adequate (8) .
Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic was first introduced by Zadeh in 1965; it is the extension of the Boolean logic that substitutes the degree of membership with crisp membership. In fuzzy sets each element has a degree of belong to membership, Design a Fuzzy Rule-based Expert System to Aid Earlier Diagnosis of Gastric Cancer ranging from 0 to 1 but in Boolean logic crisp sets are used, which has any two values 0 and 1 (9) . For design a fuzzy system, initially, input-output variables are specified, then fuzzy sets and corresponding membership functions were defined. Subsequently, rule base of system formed using condition statements (if-then) based on expert's opinion. Defuzzification was implemented using appropriate defuzzification technique and fuzzy sets were converted into classical sets and numbers (10) .
Fuzzy decision making mechanisms use symbolic expressions such as big, low, small, little, etc. instead of numeric expressions (11) . Fuzzy logic has been identified as a substantial tool that is used to model human decision making of an expert in a computer program such that the program can mimic the expert ability to solve problem (12) . Due to intrinsic imprecision and uncertainties in medical practice, the advantages provided by fuzzy logic for dealing with imprecise and uncertainty situation, makes it appropriate approach to overcome this complexes in the medical data (13) . Therefore this study utilized of fuzzy logic to representation uncertainty in reasoning of medical experts to estimate gastric cancer risk.
AIM
The motivations of suggested system in this work are:
• To improve prognosis and preliminary measures for gastric cancer.
• To encourage appropriate referral and early diagnosis in the general populations and in high risk groups. The aim of this study is to develop a fuzzy expert system for screening and evaluating the risk level of gastric cancer disease. Fuzzy logic was used to representation of domain knowledge for assessing gastric cancer risk in the system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Development process and architecture of the system
There are two phases in design of this system; the initial phase before the fuzzy expert system was developed that called knowledge extraction and the development phase of this proposed fuzzy expert system.
Knowledge extraction
The success of fuzzy expert system greatly depends on the proficiency of domain experts. For this purpose in this research the requisite information was gathered using interviews with seven specialist physicians in the field of gastric cancer (four oncologist and three cancer epidemiologist). Their opinions were obtained about input and output variables of the proposed model, it is very important to take into consideration all risk factors that show a substantial role in creating of gastric cancer, moreover, the degree of significance also needs to be evaluated. Thus, variables, parameters and their weighted scores were defined. Ultimately thirteen features are selected as influencing factors in leading to gastric cancer. These risk factors are considered as the input variables of the Fuzzy expert system with single output that reflect the risk status, which is further divided into" low risk ", "moderate risk", "High risk" and "very high risk" (Table 1) .
Model development
The development of the system was decided upon after a thorough review of literature and conducting interview with expert physicians.
The fuzzy inference system developed in this study employs the Mamdani type fuzzy inference technique, which is made up the following steps: a) Fuzzification of input variables At this stage, the fuzzy sets and corresponding membership functions were defined, crisp inputs are changed to fuzzy values through the use of linguistic variables (Table 1) . 
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The fuzzification process defines the translation of input variables into a value between 0 and 1; this determines the degree of membership of each input variable. 
b) Fuzzy Rule Base
Rule base is the main component of a fuzzy inference system and results in such system relied on the fuzzy rule base. This system consists of a set of fuzzy rules that are formed according to input variables; together with their relevance concerning the decision process of gastric cancer risk, which presented by clinical experts and can vary somewhat from physician to physician. Since some of these risk factors stand-alone and in combination with other risk factors can effective in leading to gastric cancer. There by in order to reduce evaluating rules and even efficiency the performance of fuzzy logic system, risk factors were classified into four categories and then for each one of the groups separately Mamdani inference model was implemented. The final output of the system constitutes from accumulating the maximum of such groups (Figures 2-4) .
Rules that constitute the rule-base were formulated with the consultation of medical experts. All fuzzy rules where of the form "IF x is A, and y is B then z is C". Where A, B and C are fuzzy sets. Finally, there is a total of 67 weighted fuzzy rules that successfully obtained from the knowledge acquisition are formulated in the rule base. An example of the structure of the rules in rule base: IF sex is male AND age is old AND gastric surgery is yes THEN gastric cancer risk is high.
c) Aggregation of the rule outputs
It is process of the combination of the rules. Aggregation operations on fuzzy sets are operations by which several fuzzy sets are combined in a desirable way to produce a single fuzzy set. 
RESULTS
The proposed system was tested using 50 clinical case reports. In the testing phase, the information of case reports is given to the system to find risk level of each case report then obtained results were compared with expert's diagnosis. In order to evaluate agreement of the system and approved diagnosis by expert physicians, kappa test reported 87% agreement, which showed that proposed system are 87% equal to the medical expert's statement.
In addition, Sensitivity metric was calculated 92.1%, that indicates the correctly of the proposed system to detect individuals are at risk of gastric cancer. Moreover, specificity metric that indicates the correctly of the proposed system to determine individuals who are not at risk is revealed 83.1%.
The results showed that is possible to develop a fuzzy expert system that can identify high risk individuals and other risk levels for gastric cancer. The results also show that the system is user friendly that can provide a heuristic approach in the diagnosing gastric cancer at earlier stages of disease.
The suggested fuzzy expert system has been implemented in MATLAB software using the feature of fuzzy logic toolbox. Designing of user interface, membership functions and knowledge-base has been done using MATLAB. Mamdani inference method was used and finally a total 67 if-then rule was extracted according to expert's opinion as a system rule-base
DISCUSSION
Early detection cancer programs, focus on early diagnosis of cancer in populations with clinical symptoms and screening populations without clinical symptoms, but are at risk. The reason why gastric cancer was selected within the study is the frequency of gastric cancer patients in our country. In addition, due to poor prognosis of gastric cancer most of patients refer to hospitals in a time that leading to diagnosis disease in advanced stages. Moreover, Detection cancer greatly depends on the physician's expertise, but these experienced physicians are not available in all parts of the country. The need for the development of expert system according to the expert oncologist reasoning was highlighted to the screening and detects of gastric cancer in healthy peoples.
In consideration of this case, a fuzzy rule-based expert system has been developed. Fuzzy logic from soft computing techniques was utilized. The reason why the fuzzy logic model was used in this study is to effective drawing of a conclusion of systems where a fuzzy decision is used, depending on the uncertain linguistic information as human logic can do. Besides, fuzzy logic is conceptually easy to understand and the mathematical concepts behind fuzzy logic are very simple.
In design of this study, at first step, thorough conducting interviews with medical experts major factors that leading to gastric cancer are determined. In this step asked from medical experts to define the relative weight of each factor to leading gastric cancer. Moreover irrelevant factors or factors that until now there is not sufficient evidence supports them to be as gastric cancer risk factor are discarded based experts opinion.
Mamdani inference technique was used to stimulate reasoning of expert physicians in field of estimate gastric cancer risk. In this method, 13 risk factor used as inputs and single output that revealed the risk status.
In this study, evaluation process conducted by comparing the results obtained from by the expert system with physician diagnosis.
The results also imply that the proposed system was effective in supporting gastric cancer screening and the development of these knowledge-based gastric cancer prediction models is a step forward to a more effective screening of gastric cancer in the country. This system will be useful to the physicians for determine the risk of gastric cancer and refer susceptibility peoples to specialist settings for receiving endoscopic examination and enter to the surveillance program.
CONCLUSIONS
Diagnosis gastric cancer at an early stage makes significantly higher survival rate. In this paper, the use of fuzzy expert system was investigated to assess the risk level of gastric cancer. Fuzzy expert system proves to be an effective tool for diagnosis, treatment and preventive measures in medicine. Because gastric cancer is often diagnosed at an advanced stage and because symptoms are confused. The aim of the proposed system was to aid in identifying high risk individuals for gastric cancer and reduce the length of time it takes for a diagnosis is made. Our experimental evaluation reveals that this expert system, yielding good results and its efficacy has been endorsed by expert physicians in the field. We conclude that us in this approach is beneficial for early diagnosis of disease and right treatment at early stages of gastric cancer, which can improve the survival rate.
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